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Title: Interviewer Observations in the National Survey of Family Growth: Lessons Learned and
Unanswered Questions
Brady West
Abstract:
In this presentation, I will discuss several studies of the quality and utility of interviewer observations
in the National Survey of Family Growth, ongoing research related to improving their quality, and
future research directions for these types of observations. Existing research suggests that these
observations can be useful for responsive design and nonresponse adjustment purposes, and that in
some cases the observations are more effective than linked commercial data. However, there is a great
deal of room for improvement in terms of the collection and analysis of these observations, and the
presentation will touch on necessary future research in this area.

Title: Modelling Paradata for Interviewer Monitoring
Emilia Peytcheva
Abstract:
Interviewer’s performance is essential to data quality. Paradata play a critical role in monitoring and
improving interviewer performance, but are not as useful as they could be, in their raw form. For
example, even in a centralized CATI survey, cases are not randomly assigned to interviewers; some
interviewers only work on evenings, others may not be permitted to call previous refusals, etc. There
are also multiple aspects of interviewer performance, ranging from success rate in gaining participation
to administering the questions as intended.
We describe a system for interviewer performance monitoring that provides an automated and
standardized means to monitor and improve interviewer performance in a call-center environment.
Two types of multivariate models are of interest. First are models for predicted interviewer response
rate, as a function of type of sample called in a shift, language spoken by the sample member, number
and types of cases attempted, etc. These models were started on a study in early 2010 and are now used
on multiple surveys. Versions of these models have also been implemented to predict refusal
conversion rate, as a function of call history paradata.
In addition, we are currently developing models to incorporate coded interviewer behavior from
monitored recorded interviews and interactions. These models aim to provide interviewer-level
measures of interviewer adherence to the survey protocol and to allow prompt feedback to interviewers
before such behavior can impact the measurement properties of the data.

Title: Using System Paradata to Target and Evaluate Data Collection Operations
Stephanie Coffey
Abstract:
Paradata is being used increasingly for both understanding data collection operations as well as making
changes to data collection. Paradata can be either interviewer-generated or system-generated,
depending on the data collection operation and the system being used. This talk will discuss three
examples of the use of paradata in the National Survey of College Graduates (NSCG). The NSCG is a
6-month long sequential multimode survey, cycling through web self-response, paper self-response,
and finally, computer-assisted telephone interviewing for nonresponse followup. Therefore, the vast
majority of our paradata is system-generated paradata.
In this talk, I will present three illustrations of how paradata is being used in the NSCG. First, I will
discuss an ad-hoc intervention implemented during the 2013 NSCG to respond to an unexpected
performance issue in the web instrument. Next, I will present a simple illustration of how we are
evaluating CATI as a driver of paper or web response. Finally, I will demonstrate how we are using
intelligent mail barcoding (IMB) data to allocate resources to cases more efficiently.

Title: Best Practices for Implementing a Paradata Warehouse
Jason Markesich and Shawn Marsh
Abstract:
Paradata are a powerful tool for increasing the effectiveness of data collection. To ensure high quality
survey data and low-cost data collection, Mathematica developed the Paradata Warehouse, a
centralized, standardized repository that will contain paradata for all of our projects. New project data
are added to the warehouse, and are accessible, on a daily basis. Survey managers can conduct crossproject and/or cross-instrument analysis of paradata to inform design and budgeting decisions. Because
the warehouse tracks hundreds of variables across multiple projects, we have incorporated business
intelligence tools and data visualization software to help users understand the story their data is telling.
As part of our adaptive design initiative, our survey managers can analyze these paradata and tailor
data collection strategies to respond quickly to conditions “in the field” to maximize efficiency and
improve quality.
This presentation discusses some best practices for implementing and deploying a paradata warehouse
that collects and organizes information in a manner that is easily accessible and meaningful to
managers. We begin by discussing the steps we have taken to ensure the accuracy of the data in the
warehouse through the standardization of status and charge codes, metadata management, and testing
and reconciliation processes. Next, we present some data visualization techniques that help engage
users by providing them with answers quickly, and in an easy-to-understand format. We conclude by
offering some tips on how to develop a strategy that will help facilitate user adoption of a paradata
warehouse.

Title: Estimating Response Propensity Models During Data Collection: Challenges and New
Approaches
James Wagner
Abstract:
Response propensity models have been used to create inputs to adaptive survey designs. These inputs
may be needed during data collection as triggers for design decisions. However, predictions from
response propensity models can be biased when fit on a daily basis during data collection using the
incoming data. One solution to this problem might be to fix the estimated coefficients from these models
using estimates from previous data collections. This approach has two disadvantages. First, a suitably
matched data collection must exist. Second, it is not sensitive to temporal changes that may change
estimated coefficients. Bayesian logistic regression models, with informative priors, may address these
weaknesses. This presentation examines some of the challenges of working with incoming streams of
paradata and suggest potential solutions.

